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Abstract-In this paper, a similarity relationship is derived for enclosures fllled with a saturated gasvapour mixture. Interest in the process arises from the need to cool electronic equipment in sealed
enclosures. Firstly, an argument is presented showing that the mixture will be saturated or nearly so when
vapour is generated at the highest temperature surface. Then the equations derived from the conservation
of mass, energy and momentum are manipulated to a form similar to those for a single component fluid,
and the approximations required are discussed. Finally, an example is given showing how the net heat
transfer rate in a cavity is enhanced using this process.

INTRODUCTION

[l-3], the problem of natural convection in wet porous media has been addressed. In
ref. [I], equations were derived which showed that if
the interstitial fluid was a saturated mixture of a gas
and vapour, then convection would be modified considerably over the case of a single fluid. Data in ref.
[2] confirmed the analysis in ref. [l]. Davidson [3]
showed how the non-constant properties affected the
similarity between transfer of heat only and the
coupled heat and mass transfer case described in refs.
[l, 21, and also how the temperature and flow fields
were modified in the coupled case.
Of equal interest is the open cavity problem. The
situation visualized here is that of a cavity with wetted
walls and the fluid within the cavity comprising the
liquid’s vapour and a second non-condensing gas. As
in the case of the porous bed, it is postulated that the
wetted walls result from a liquid source at the highest
temperature surface. In Fig. 1(a), the situation is that
of isothermal vertical surfaces with liquid covering the
hot surface.
Trevisan and Bejan [4] have dealt with the general
problem of cavities in which the buoyancy flows are
driven by both temperature and concentration differences. However, they have treated the problem as
essentially an uncoupled one. In the case of a cavity
with wetted walls, the situation is likely to give rise to
coupled equations since the mixture of gas and vapour
will be saturated or nearly so.
The reason for interest in this process arises from
the need for high thermal conductances between heat
sources and enclosure walls in sealed electronic equipIN RECENT papers
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ment. The process being analysed here offers the possibility of using the heat pipe-like feature of a vaporizing
fluid but, with the addition of a second gas, maintaining the system at I atm pressure, with consequent
savings in box construction costs.
This paper extends the analysis contained in refs.
[ 1, 21 to the open cavity.

PROPERTIES

OF A GAS-VAPOUR
WITHIN

MIXTURE

A CAVITY

Consider the situation shown in Fig. l(a). The
heated and cooled surfaces are both covered with a
liquid film, which may also occur on the adiabatic
surfaces.
Using air and water vapour as the example mixture,
states within the enclosure are shown on the temperature-absolute humidity diagram (Fig. l(b)).
Pressure within the enclosure is assumed constant,
and other properties are assumed to be constant also
with the usual Boussinesq assumption applying.
Fluid states adjacent to the heated and cooled surfaces are shown in Fig. l(b) as states 1 and 2, both
being saturated. Now consider the various regimes
discussed by Bejan [S].
In the conduction and diffusion regime I (no significant fluid motion), the temperature and concentration profiles are both linear. Hence all states
within the cavity should be along a straight line joining
states 1 and 2. Owing to the curvature of the saturation
line, the states will be in the supersaturated region,
so that in practice all states will be saturated. This
situation is close to the tall system, regime II, with
some possible departures near the heated and cooled
walls as discussed below for the boundary layer
regime.
When distinct boundary layers form on the vertical
walls, regime III, the states in the region away from
855
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NOMENCLATURE

specific heat of saturated mixture,
(d&/dT) -h,(dmldT) - (P,IPd)(dhrldT)
[Jkg-‘K-‘1
D
diffusivity of gas-vapour mixture
[m’s_‘]
gravitational acceleration [m s- ‘1
9
Gr
Grashof number of single component
fluid [-_I
Grashof number of saturated mixture [-_I
Gr,
H
height of enclosure [m]
heat transfer coefficient for single
hc
component fluid m m- *K- ‘1
heat transfer coefficient for saturated
hcs
mixture [W m-’ K- ‘1
enthalpy of non-condensing component
hd
in saturated mixture [J kg- ‘1
hfg
latent heat of vaporization of vapour
component [J kg- ‘1
enthalpy of liquid [J kg- ‘1
4
enthalpy of saturated mixture [J kg- ’
h,
non-condensing component]
enthalpy of vapour [J kg- ‘1
h,
k
thermal conductivity of single
component fluid [w m- ’ K- ‘1
thermal conductivity of saturated
k,
mixture excluding mass diffusion
[wm-‘K-‘1
thermal conductivity of saturated
k
mixture including mass diffusion
[Wm-‘K-‘1
L
width of enclosure [m]
Le
Lewis number, a,/D [-_I
molecular weight of vapour
X
[kg kg-mol- ‘1
molecular weight of non-condensing
Md
component [kg kg-mol- ‘1
mass ratio of vapour to non-condensing
m
component [-_I
mass flux of liquid per unit width of
fi,
heated surface [kg m- ’ s- ‘1
A@/( 1+ m)) reference mass ratio difference
G

I-1
NU
Nu,
P

Nusselt number for single component
fluid [-_I
Nusselt number for saturated mixture [-_I
pressure [Pa]

the boundary layers tend to be nearly the same. From
the similarity of the heat and mass transfer processes
at the two walls, the region in the centre of the enclosure will be close to state 3 (Fig. l(b)). Within
the boundary layers, however, the value of the Lewis
number will determine the states. The distributions of
states through the boundary layers and the cavity are
shown in Fig. 1(b) for the cases of Le < 1, Le > 1 and

Pr

Pr,
Q
ec

R
Ra
Ra,
Re
T

TO
AT
n, 0
no
u,, v,
x9 Y

Prandtl number for single component
fluid [-_I
Prandtl number for saturated mixture [-_I
heat flux [W m- ‘1
heat flux when fluid is stagnant [W m-‘1
universal gas constant [J kg-mol- ’ Km ‘1
Rayleigh number for single component
fluid [-_I
Rayleigh number for saturated mixture

1-l
Reynolds number [-_I
temperature of fluid [K]
reference temperature [K]
reference temperature difference [K]
fluid velocities in the x- and y-directions
[m s- ‘1
reference velocity [m s- ‘1
liquid velocities in the x- and y-directions
[ms-‘1
coordinates [ml.

Greek symbols
a
thermal diffusivity of single component
fluid [m2 s- ‘1
thermal diffusivity of mixture [m* s- ‘J
4n
buoyancy of single component fluid
B
[K- ‘I
buoyancy of saturated mixture,
BI
B[1-(m/(l+m))(M,-Md)(hdRT)]
[K- ‘I
dynamic viscosity of saturated mixture
Pm
[Nsme2]
V
kinematic viscosity of single component
fluid [m2 s- ‘1
kinematic viscosity of saturated mixture
Vlll
[m’s_‘]
density of single component fluid
P

[km-3l
Pd

PI
Pm
Pm0

density of non-condensing component
[kgme3 mixture]
liquid droplet concentration [kg m- 3
mixture]
density of saturated mixture [kgmm3]
density of saturated mixture
corresponding to temperature To
[kgm-3].

Le = 1. For

regions where the states are supersaturated, saturation conditions would apply in practice. The same argument applies to the shallow enclosure case, regime IV.
From the foregoing, the assumption of saturation
conditions throughout the cavity is acceptable when
L.e = 1, and is only invalid for one of the boundary
layers when Le departs from 1. Considering that for
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CONVECTING
GAS / VAPOUR

COLD SURFACE,

(a)

SYSTEM CONSIDERED

STATE 1

STATE 3

I
TEMPERATURE
--_.

_
(b)

STATES THROUGH CAVITY, Le > 1
STATES THROUGH CAVITY, Le< 1
PSYCHROMETRIC SKETCH
SHOWING MIXTURE STATES
WITHIN CAVITY

FIG. 1. Diagrams showing the system considered and the mixture states within a cavity with humid air as
the example.

a number of gas-vapour mixtures Le is close to 1, the
assumption of a saturated mixture is a reasonable
basis on which to conduct preliminary analyses.
Finally, while the case of the cavity with vertical
isothermal walls has been chosen as the example case,
the flow phenomena are general enough for the argument to be valid for other cavity geometries as well.

By cross-differentiating equations (2) and (3) and subtracting to eliminate pressure terms, then nondimensionalizing using
u’

=

DEVELOPlUfENT OF EQUATIONS

4f_ vf=U X’E,, X
L
UO’
UO’

Case of a single fluid

The equations describing this case are well knownsee for example Bejan [5]. They are repeated here
so that the similar set for the saturated gas-vapour
mixture can be compared. The system is shown in Fig.
1(a), with the properties constant and the Boussinesq
assumption applying
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The conservation of the condensing and non-condensing components yield, respectively

The dimensionless groups v/u& g(~A~TL/u~) and
c&L can be manipulated
to give the familiar
groupings
Re

=

KL
V

@.= gBL’AT
V2

To obtain a relationship for the Nusselt number,
consider the heat flow rate at one of the isothermal
surfaces in a geometry such as that shown in Fig. 1(a).
Note that there will be no liquid, as we consider a
single component fluid.
The heat flow rate

With u, = u and v, = v, these can be combined to
give
9

;

[(Pm+PIM

+

$ [(Pm+ PI)4 = 0.

(11)

It is now important to note that for the saturated
gas-vapour mixture at essentially constant pressure,
m = m(T), so that the enthalpy h, = h,(T) only, and
pm = pm(T) only.
Conservation of momentum yields

Under stagnant conditions

+ ~(p,u,v,)
aY

Defining

= - -E

+p

and
$ (PnIUV)+ &&vu)

it follows that
Nu = -r;(g)Y,sOdyf.

Case of a saturated gas-vapour

(8)

+ ;

(Plw4

= - g

-SPmo[l

-PAT-

+p@

mixture

At this stage it is helpful to visualize the systemin particular the mass transfer processes which occur
within the fluid.
Considering the arrangement in Fig. 1(a), there will
be some liquid condensing on the top surface which
will then drip, falling rapidly through the fluid and
unlikely to exchange significant quantities of heat or
mass with the fluid. Otherwise, there must be a source
of liquid to ensure that the fluid remains saturated as
it circulates within the cavity. We postulate that this
is a fog which circulates with the gas. Some justification for this assumption has been obtained using
ethanol and air, where fine fog droplets were observed
to circulate with the buoyancy driven flow.
A guide to the liquid droplet concentration can be
obtained from ref. 171.where maximum values of the
order of 3 x 10 ’ kg mm3 have been observed in
clouds. This should be compared with air densities of
the order of 1 kg m-‘. With these concentrations, it
will be assumed that the liquid droplets’ effects on
density and viscosity will be ignored ; also the liquid
and gas velocities will be assumed equal.

+ & (Pl~lVl)

+ $).

To)1
(13)

For a saturated gas-vapour mixture the components of which follow perfect gas behaviour, and
using the Clausius-Clapeyron
equation, then, as
shown in ref. [ 11, the buoyancy fis is given by

Cross-differentiating, substituting from equations
(9) to (11) and neglecting the density of the liquid
droplets, we obtain

1

ah

ah

g

a%

a%
(14)
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Here we invoke the Boussinesq assumption of constant density P,,,,except in the gravitational force term.
Over the temperature range IO-95°C the density of a
saturated air-water vapour mixture at 1 atm varies
from 1.242 to 0.657 kg rne3, while p for air varies
from 1.257 to 0.956 kg m- 3. As the molecular weight
difference between vapour and gas increases, so does
the variation in P,,,. For example, a saturated mixture
of water vapour and Freon 12 at 1 atm changes from
5.25 kg me3 at 10°C to 1.18 kg mm3 at 95°C.
Non-dimensionalizing
equation (14) shows that the
second term on the left-hand side should only become
significant for mixtures where the molecular weight
difference between vapour and gas and the temperature difference are large. For a saturated airwater vapour mixture at 1 atm and 95”C, the coefficient of the term is 0.017582’; whereas for air, the
term is 0.00265AT. Hence, for the air-water vapour
mixture with a temperature difference of 5°C neglecting this term is equivalent to neglecting it for an air
only case with a temperature difference of 33°C. The
same argument can be used to justify regarding P,,, a
constant in equation (11).
It is customary to neglect (T- T,,)(d&/dT) in single
fluids, but this is only valid if T-T,, is sufficiently
small. Taking the 5°C difference employed above, then
for air-water vapour at 9o”C, (T-T,)(d/I,/dT)
is
about 3 x lop3 K-‘, as compared to 1.6x lo-’ K-’
for /Is. Values become progressively small as T
decreases. This discrepancy
to a 68°C
_
_ is equivalent
_
temperature difference for a perfect gas.
From the conservation of energy

dhm

dm

pi dhl

Cs=dT-h,dT+p,dT

then manipulation

of equation (15) yields

Eckert and Faghri [8] have shown that for small temperature differences, the second term on the left-hand
side of equation (16) can be neglected.
With the assumption of constant pm, and neglect of
the terms in equations (15) and (16) noted above, then
non-dimensionalizing
equations (1 1), (14) and (16)
yields an equation set identical in form to equations
(5)-(7), with modified dimensionless groups

gBJTL
2,

uoL

_

P~GUOL

and

VITl

UO

which can be manipulated

k

to

Gr, = gflsATL3/vi.
The form of the Prandtl number arises from the use
of mixture enthalpy based on unit mass of the noncondensing component.
The Nusselt number is obtained as for the single
component fluid, now deriving an expression for the
heat transfer rate to or from one of the liquid covered
isothermal plates. If the local liquid flow rate in the
y-direction in Fig. 1(a) is ti,, then at x = 0

Q = -%k,~~)~=ody-%p,(l+m)Dh~
x &($)xzod~-[

($)=,h,dJ’.

(17)
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Ml
- = p,(l +m)D&
dv
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with k, corresponding to x = 0.
The stagnant heat transfer rate

p DA
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= k,;AT
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$

it follows that

Substituting from equations (9) and (lo), and defining
k, = k+p,(l
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leigh number derived in refs. [I, 21. Consequently, the
conclusions drawn in refs. [ 1,2], and partially verified
experimentally in ref. [2], should apply to the open
cavity.

SO
(19)

From the similarity of the single component fluid
and saturated gas-mixture equation sets noted above,
functional relationships between the dimensionless
groups for a single component fluid should apply to
a saturated gas-vapour mixture.
Since heat transfer in enclosures is generally correlated by a relationship of the form Nu = f(Gr, Pr,
geometry), then from the similarity of the governing
equations, it is to be expected that a relation of the
form
Nu, = f(Gr,,

Pr,, geometry)

will apply to the saturated mixture, where the functional relationships are the same in both cases.
When Nu = h,L/k, the form of Nu, is expected to
be Nu, = h,,L/k,.
INFLUENCE

OF PROPERTIES

The modifications to the Grashof and Prandtl numbers are similar to those for the porous media Ray-

(1) Significant increases in heat transfer rates under
convecting conditions can be achieved using the same
vapour but increasing the difference between the gas
and vapour molecular weights.
(2) For those cases where the buoyancy and gravitational force vectors are collinear, convection will be
initiated at much smaller temperature differences and
cavity heights than for a single gas having the same
density, viscosity and thermal conductivity. Also,
upside-down convection (hot top, cold base) can
occur under some conditions when the gas molecular
weight is lower than that of the vapour. It should be
noted that Hu and El-Wakil[9], when observing flows
in a geometry similar to that in Fig. l(a), noted that
the flow direction reversed from a water-air case to an
n-heptane-air case. From the theory presented above,
this can occur since water has a lower molecular
weight than air, and n-heptane a higher molecular
weight.
(3) The effective heat transfer coefficient h, can be
very much higher than can be achieved with gases,
and may be comparable with those obtainable with
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liquids. However, this depends on the choice of mixture properties.
An example

Recently, Symons et al. [6] have shown that heat
transfer from square heat dissipating plates in a large
isothermal cube can be correlated by the function
Nu = 0.545Raa~2s.
The length dimension used in Nu and Ra is the
side length of the plates, and AT in Ra refers to the
temperature difference between plates and a cube.
Figure 2 compares predicted heat transfer coefficients for a plate side length of 150 mm and a
temperature difference of 5°C. For the saturated gasvapour mixture Nu, replaces Nu, and Ra, replaces Ra
in the correlation.
The dip in the calculated curve for ethanol-air is
due to a reversal in buoyancy from positive to negative
as the temperature increases through 31&C.
While the increase in thermal conductances of the
two gas vapour mixtures over air or Freon 12 was
expected, their values when compared with water are
encouraging. If used in applications such as cooling
electronics, these gas-vapour mixtures appear to have
significant advantages over liquids, including lighter
weight, lower cost and much less mess due to leaks.

CONCLUSIONS

For the case of natural convection in an open cavity
when the cavity contains a saturated gas-vapour mixture, equations have been derived which have the same
form as those applying to a single fluid. The parameters governing the system resemble those applying
to the single fluid, but the Grashof and Prandtl numbers for the saturated mixture include significant
modifications to the buoyancy and specific heat terms.
These modifications can lead to significant increases
or decreases in the buoyancy forces and in the heat
transfer rates. Since data obtained with packed beds
filled with a saturated or near saturated gas-vapour
mixture support these conclusions, the main question
remaining is whether a saturated or near saturated
mixture can be achieved in an open cavity.
Arguments in this paper and preliminary observations of an ethanol-air mixture support the view
that this will occur if there is a supply of liquid avail-
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able to form vapour at the highest temperature
surface, and if the Lewis number is near 1. For those
mixtures where the Lewis number departs significantly from 1, unsaturated conditions may occur in
some of the boundary layers. Which boundary layers
this applies to depends on whether the Lewis number
is greater than or less than 1.
This theoretical study requires experimental confirmation. Steps to obtain this are proceeding, but it
should be noted that a similar approach has been
verified for packed beds in ref. [2].
The stimulus for this work has been the need to
dissipate heat from electronic components to the walls
of a sealed box. While containing some assumptions,
the analysis is useful in preliminary system design,
suggesting desirable gas and vapour properties, and
assisting in planning the experimental program now
being followed.
Acknowledgement-The authors wish to thank Dr H. Salt of
the CSIRO, Division of Energy Technology, for many stimulating discussions during the development of this work.
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DANS DES CAVITES EMPLIES DUNE
GAZ INCONDENSABLE

VAPEUR ET DUN

R&mm-n
obtient une relation de similitude pour des enceintes emplies dun melange gaz-vapeur
saturante. L’interkt vient du besoin de refroidir un bquipement electronique darts des enceintes soudbs.
Un argument est presente qui montre que de la vapeur soit dtgagee a des temperatures de surface plus
blev&es. Ensuite on exploite les equations de bilan de masse, d’energie et de quantim de mouvement, pour
obtenir une forme semblable P celles dun fluide pur, et on discute les approximations faites. On donne
enfin un exemple qui montre comment le transfert net de chaleur dans une caviti est augmentbe en utilisant
ce pro&b.
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KONVEKTION

NICHTKONDENSIERBAREM

IN EINEM MIT DAMPF UND
GAS GEFtiLLTEN

HOHLRAUM

Zusammenfassung-In dieser Arbeit wird eine Ahnlichkeitsbeziehung fur Hohlraume abgeleitet, die mit
einem Gas-Dampfgemisch beim Slttigungszustand gefiillt sind. Diese Anordnung ist interessant fur die
Kiihlung von elektronischen Bauteilen, die hermetisch abgeschlossen sind. Zuerst wird gezeigt, da13das
Gem&h sich im Sattigungszustand befindet oder zumindest sehr nahe dabei, wenn der Dampf an der
F&he mit der hiichsten Temperatur erzeugt wird. Dann werden die Gleichungen, die aus Masse-, Energieund Impulserhaltungssatz abgeleitet werden, in eine Form umgewandelt, wie sie fur ein reines Fluid gilt.
Die dazu notwendigen Annahmen werden diskutiert. Zum SchluD wird anhand eines Beispiels gezeigt, wie
sich die Warmetibertragungsleistung in einem Hohlraum mit Hilfe dieses Prozesses verbessern 11Bt.

ECTECTBEHHAR

KOHBEKqW!
B ITOJIOCTIIX, 3AIIOJIHEHHbIX
HEKOHflEHCkIPYIOIQWMCJI I-A3OM

l-IAPOM ki

AIIHoT~HH+-B~IBOLU~~X
ypaeHeHHe nono6~n n.nn nonocrefi, 3anonHeHHbIXHacbrrueHHoiicMeCbrora3nap. kiHTepeC K naHHoMy HpoHeCCyo6ycnoeneH HeO6XoAHMOCTbm
OxJIaxcJTeHHx
3neKTpoHHoro obopyLIOH~HHII,
HaxonfuHerocx B repMeTHHHbrx110noCrxx. CHasarra ~~HBOAHTC~
noxa3aTenbCTHo TOTO,PTO
CMeCb 6ynex
HaXOl@iTbCX
B COCTOKHHH HaCbIUIeHliII HJIH 6nH310~ K HeMy, KOrna 06pa30BaHHe
IIapa
I’lpOHCXOnHT
IlpH CaMOH BblCOKOiiTeMlTepaType IIOWpXHOCTli. %TeM ypaBHeHHX,BbrBeLleHHbteH3
~~KOHOB CoxpaHeHHnh4accbl, 3HeprHHH ~hmym,
npHeonxTcn K @opMe, cxoru~ofi c ypaeHeHHeMrum
Tewylteti Cpe@, CoCTOrHHeti
H3 3JIeMWTapHbIX KOMlIOHeHT, H 06CyXC.UaEOTCZ4 Heo6xoAHhfbrenpH6n=eH&III. HaKoHeH, AaH IIpHMep, IIOKa3bIBtlKBIWifi, KaK yBeJHiHHTb
HHTeHCHBHOCTb
CyhfMapHOl-0TelTJlOHepeHOCaB IIOJIOCTH.

